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QUESTION 1

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You need to recommend an integration strategy for the build process of a Java application. The solution must meet the
following requirements: 

1. 

The builds must access an on-premises dependency management system. 

2. 

The build outputs must be stored as Server artifacts in Azure DevOps. 

3. 

The source code must be stored in a Git repository in Azure DevOps. 

Solution: Install and configure a self-hosted build agent on an on-premises machine. Configure the build pipeline to use
the Default agent pool. Include the Java Tool Installer task in the build pipeline. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead use Octopus Tentacle. 

References: https://explore.emtecinc.com/blog/octopus-for-automated-deployment-in-devops-models 

 

QUESTION 2

Your company plans to use an agile approach to software development. 

You need to recommend an application to provide communication between members of the development team who
work in locations around the world. The applications must meet the following requirements: 

1. 

Provide the ability to isolate the members of different project teams into separate communication channels and to keep
a history of the chats within those channels. 

2. 

Be available on Windows 10, Mac OS, iOS, and Android operating systems. 

3. 
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Provide the ability to add external contractors and suppliers to projects. 

4. 

Integrate directly with Azure DevOps. What should you recommend? 

A. Microsoft Project 

B. Bamboo 

C. Microsoft Lync 

D. Microsoft Teams 

E. Octopus 

Correct Answer: D 

1. 

Within each team, users can create different channels to organize their communications by topic. Each channel can
include a couple of users or scale to thousands of users. 

2. 

Microsoft Teams works on Android, iOS, Mac and Windows systems and devices. It also works in Chrome, Firefox,
Internet Explorer 11 and Microsoft Edge web browsers. 

3. 

The guest-access feature in Microsoft Teams allows users to invite people outside their organizations to join internal
channels for messaging, meetings and file sharing. This capability helps to facilitate business-to-business project
management. 

4. 

Teams integrates with Azure DevOps. 

Note: Slack would also be a correct answer, but it is not an option here. 

References: 

https://searchunifiedcommunications.techtarget.com/definition/Microsoft-Teams 

 

QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

You have a project in Azure DevOps. 

You plan to create a build pipeline that will deploy resources by using Azure Resource Manager templates. The
templates will reference secrets stored in Azure Key Vault. 

You need to ensure that you can dynamically generate the resource ID of the key vault during template deployment. 
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What should you include in the template? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: "Microsoft.Resources/deployments" 

Reference a secret with dynamic ID. You need to reference a key vault secret that varies based on the current
deployment. 

Example:

 "resources": [

 {
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 "apiVersion": "2018-05-01",

 "name": "dynamicSecret",

 "type": "Microsoft.Resources/deployments",

 "properties": {

 "mode": "Incremental",

 "templateLink": { 

Box 2: "templateLink" 

In your parent template, you add the linked template and pass in a parameter that contains the dynamically generated
resource ID. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-manager-keyvault-parameter 

 

QUESTION 4

You have an Azure subscription that contains multiple Azure services. 

You need to send an SMS alert when scheduled maintenance is planned for the Azure services. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Enable Azure Security Center. 

B. Create and configure an Azure Monitor alert rule. 

C. Create an Azure Service Health alert. 

D. Create and configure an action group. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Creating planned maintenance alerts using Azure Service Health 

1. 

Login into the Azure portal and select Service Health. 

2. 

Select Health alerts followed by + Create service health alert from the top of the window on the right. 

3. 

In the Edit Alert blade, give the alert a Name, Description, check the subscription is correct and choose a resource
group. 

4. 
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The next step is to work through the Criteria section choosing which services, regions and types of event alerts should
be monitored. For the purpose of this article all services and regions have been checked but only planned maintenance
events. 

5. 

Select or create an Action group. (An Action group is a group of actions to be taken, should an event be logged.) 

6. 

Configure the actions to be taken. We are only configuring an email alert, so we first name the action, then chose
Email/SMS/Push/Voice from the drop down list. 

Note: Azure Service Health can be used to view problems with Azure services that may impact any of your cloud
services. Service Health monitors three types of health event: 

Service issues – Azure services that are currently experiencing problems Planned maintenance – Any known future
maintenance that may affect the availability of your services Health advisories – Changes in services, for example,
deprecated features or exceeded quota usage. 

Reference: https://www.techkb.onl/azure-using-service-health-to-alert-against-planned-maintenance/ 

 

QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 

Which package feed access levels should be assigned to the Developers and Team Leaders groups for the investment
planning applications suite? To answer, drag the appropriate access levels to the correct groups. Each access level
may 

be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view
content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Reader 

Members of a group named Developers must be able to install packages. 

Feeds have four levels of access: Owners, Contributors, Collaborators, and Readers. Owners can add any type of
identity-individuals, teams, and groups-to any access level. 

Box 2: Owner 

Members of a group named Team Leaders must be able to create new packages and edit the permissions of package
feeds. 
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QUESTION 6

You have a private GitHub repository. 

You need to display the commit status of the repository on Azure Boards. 

What should you do first? 

A. Create a GitHub action in GitHub. 

B. Add the Azure Pipelines app to the GitHub repository. 

C. Configure multi-factor authentication (MFA) for your GitHub account. 

D. Add the Azure Boards app to the repository. 

Correct Answer: B 

To connect Azure Boards to GitHub.com, connect and configure from Azure Boards. Or, alternatively, install and
configure the Azure Boards app from GitHub. Both methods have been streamlined and support authenticating and
operating 

via the app rather than an individual. 

Note (see step 4 below): 

Add a GitHub connection: 

Sign into Azure Boards. 

Choose (1) Project Settings, choose (2) GitHub connections and then (3) Connect your GitHub account. 
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If this is your first time connecting to GitHub from Azure Boards, you will be asked to sign in using your GitHub
credentials. Choose an account for which you are an administrator for the repositories you want to connect to. The Add
GitHub 

Repositories dialog automatically displays and selects all GitHub.com repositories for which you are an administrator.
Unselect any repositories that you don\\'t want to participate in the integration. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/boards/github/connect-to-github 

 

QUESTION 7

HOTSPOT 

Your company uses Team Foundation Server 2013 (TFS 2013). 

You plan to migrate to Azure DevOps. 
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You need to recommend a migration strategy that meets the following requirements: 

1. 

Preserves the dates of Team Foundation Version Control changesets 

2. 

Preserves the changes dates of work items revisions 

3. 

Minimizes migration effort 

4. 

Migrates all TFS artifacts 

What should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Upgrade TFS to the most recent RTM release. 

One of the major prerequisites for migrating your Team Foundation Server database is to get your database schema
version as close as possible to what is currently deployed in Azure Devops Services. 

Box 2: Use the TFS Database Import Service 

In Phase 3 of your migration project, you will work on upgrading your Team Foundation Server to one of the supported
versions for the Database Import Service in Azure Devops Services. 

 

QUESTION 8

You have an Azure subscription that contains an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant. 

You are configuring a build pipeline in Azure Pipelines that will include a task named Task1. Task1 will authenticate by
using an Azure AD service principal. 

Which three values should you configure for Task1? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. the tenant ID 

B. the subscription ID 

C. the client secret 

D. the app ID 

E. the object ID 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Create an Azure Resource Manager service connection with an existing service principal 

AB: Enter the information about your service principal into the Azure subscription dialog textboxes: 

1. 

Tenant ID 

2. 

Subscription ID 

3. 

Subscription name 

4. 

Service principal ID 

Either the service principal client key or, if you have selected Certificate, enter the contents of both the certificate and
private key sections of the *.pem file. 
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If you\\'re using the classic editor, select data you need. For example, the App service name. 

If you\\'re using YAML, then go to the resource in the Azure portal, and then copy the data into your code. For example,
to deploy a web app, you would copy the name of the App Service into the WebAppName value. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/pipelines/library/connect-to-azure 

 

QUESTION 9

You have a brand policy in a project in Azure DevOps. The policy requires that code always builds successfully. 

You need to ensure that a specific user can always merge change to the master branch, even if the code fails to
compile. The solution must use the principle of least privilege. 

What should you do? 

A. From the Security setting of the repository, modify the access control tor the user. 

B. From the Security settings of the branch, modify the access control for the user. 

C. Add the user to the Build Administrators group, 

D. Add the user to the Project Administrators group 

Correct Answer: B 

In some cases, you need to bypass policy requirements so you can push changes to the branch directly or complete a
pull request even if branch policies are not satisfied. For these situations, grant the desired permission from the previous
list to a user or group. You can scope this permission to an entire project, a repo, or a single branch. Manage this
permission along the with other Git permissions. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/repos/git/branch-policies 

 

QUESTION 10

Your company has a release pipeline in an Azure DevOps project. 

You plan to deploy to an Azure Kubernetes Services (AKS) cluster by using the Helm package and deploy task. 

You need to install a service in the AKS namespace for the planned deployment. 

Which service should you install? 

A. Azure Container Registry 

B. Chart 

C. Kubectl 

D. Tiller 

Correct Answer: D 
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Before you can deploy Helm in an RBAC-enabled AKS cluster, you need a service account and role binding for the Tiller
service. Incorrect Answers: 

C: Kubectl is a command line interface for running commands against Kubernetes clusters. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/kubernetes-helm 

 

QUESTION 11

DRAG DROP 

You are defining release strategies for two applications as shown in the following table. 

Which release strategy should you use for each application? To answer, drag the appropriate release strategies to the
correct applications. Each release strategy may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the 

split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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App1: Canary deployment 

With canary deployment, you deploy a new application code in a small part of the production infrastructure. Once the
application is signed off for release, only a few users are routed to it. This minimizes any impact. 

With no errors reported, the new version can gradually roll out to the rest of the infrastructure. 

App2: Rolling deployment: 

In a rolling deployment, an application\\'s new version gradually replaces the old one. The actual deployment happens
over a period of time. During that time, new and old versions will coexist without affecting functionality or user
experience. 

This process makes it easier to roll back any new component incompatible with the old components. 

Incorrect Answers: 

Blue/Green deployment 

A blue/green deployment is a change management strategy for releasing software code. Blue/green deployments,
which may also be referred to as A/B deployments require two identical hardware environments that are configured
exactly the 

same way. While one environment is active and serving end users, the other environment remains idle. 

Blue/green deployments are often used for consumer-facing applications and applications with critical uptime
requirements. New code is released to the inactive environment, where it is thoroughly tested. Once the code has been
vetted, the 

team makes the idle environment active, typically by adjusting a router configuration to redirect application program
traffic. The process reverses when the next software iteration is ready for release. 

References: 

https://dev.to/mostlyjason/intro-to-deployment-strategies-blue-green-canary-and-more-3a3 

 

QUESTION 12

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 
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others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You manage a project in Azure DevOps. 

You need to prevent the configuration of the project from changing over time. 

Solution: Implement Continuous Integration for the project. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead implement Continuous Assurance for the project. 

Reference: https://azsk.azurewebsites.net/04-Continous-Assurance/Readme.html 

 

QUESTION 13

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have an Azure DevOps organization named Contoso and an Azure subscription. The subscription contains an
Azure virtual machine scale set named VMSS1 that is configured for autoscaling. 

You have a project in Azure DevOps named Project1. Project1 is used to build a web app named App1 and deploy
App1 to VMSS1. 

You need to ensure that an email alert is generated whenever VMSS1 scales in or out. 

Solution: From Azure Monitor, configure the autoscale settings. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead create an action group. 

Note: An action group is a collection of notification preferences defined by the owner of an Azure subscription. Azure
Monitor, Service Health and Azure Advisor alerts use action groups to notify users that an alert has been triggered. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/alerts/action-groups 
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QUESTION 14

You are creating a build pipeline in Azure Pipelines. 

You define several tests that might fail due to third-party applications. 

You need to ensure that the build pipeline completes successfully if the third-party applications are unavailable. 

What should you do? 

A. Configure the build pipeline to use parallel jobs 

B. Configure flaky tests 

C. Increase the test pass percentage 

D. Add the Requirements quality widget to your dashboard 

Correct Answer: B 

Requirements traceability is the ability to relate and document two or more phases of a development process, which can
then be traced both forward or backward from its origin. Requirements traceability help teams to get insights into
indicators such as quality of requirements or readiness to ship the requirement. A fundamental aspect of requirements
traceability is association of the requirements to test cases, bugs and code changes. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/pipelines/test/requirements-traceability 

 

QUESTION 15

You are building a Microsoft ASP.NET application that requires authentication. You need to authenticate users by using
Azure Active Directory (Azure AD). What should you do first? 

A. Create a membership database in an Azure SQL database. 

B. Assign an enterprise application to users and groups. 

C. Create an app registration in Azure AD. 

D. Configure the application to use a SAML endpoint. 

E. Create a new OAuth token from the application. 

Correct Answer: C 

Register your application to use Azure Active Directory. Registering the application means that your developers can use
Azure AD to authenticate users and request access to user resources such as email, calendar, and documents. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/manage-apps/developer-guidance-for-integrating-
applications 
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